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Abstract. We present a proof of the Krohn-Rhodes theorem which uses composition series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The original proof of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem for finite automata is long and compli- 
cated [l]. More recently, there has been a proof based on the idea of permutation-reset 
machines [3]. The main idea of this paper is to simplify the latter proof by using a 
composition series. Our proof is for transformation semigroups rather than automata. 
because the notation is simpler to work with. 
A transformation semiprouD is an ordered 
and S is a finite semigroup, together with 
concatenation, such that 
(wJ32 = q(a82) for 
pati A = (Q,S), where Q is a finnite set 
a partial product Q x S + Q denoted by 
all qEQ aud al, 32, cS; (1) 
if al, a2eSand qal = qa2 for allqe Q, then a1 = $2. (2) 
The semigroup S is called the abstract semiaroun of A, if A = (Q, S) and B = (P, T) 
axe transformation semigroups, then we say that B covers A, denoted A 5 B, if there 
is an onto partial function f : P -+ Q and a function g : S -+ T such that, for every 
a& and PEP, either f(p) a is undefined or f (p)a = f (p g(a)). The ordered pair (f, g) 
is a covering of A bv B. We assume that the reader is familar with the basic theory of 
automata in [3] and the basic theory of semigroups in 121. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
DEFINITION. Let S = Afo I ItI1 I it42 II . .. 2 A&, be a chain such that each Alj is a 
maxim.al ideal in the semigroup Afj-1. Such a chain is called a comnoaition series. The 
length of S is the value of n for any composition series in 5’; this is well defined by [2, p. 
741. 
MAIN CONSTRUCTION.. We will find the following constructions useful in our proof. 
Let d be any symbol not in Q or S, and define Qd = Q U {cl}, where ds = d for all 
0 # a& and dO is undefined. The set Qd will be the set resulting from adding two 
different elements to Q. 
Let Qr, .. . , Qn C Q such that Q = Qr U . . . U Qn. For each j, 1 5 j 2 n, let (Qj)d be 
as defined in part (1). D e fi ne an onto partial function f : (Q~),J x . . . x (Qn)d + Q by 
saying that 
f(qlY ,qn) = { 
qj if qjeQj for some 1 5 j 5 n and qk = d for ah k # j 
undefined othewrwise 
We will use this function f, defined on the appropriate sets, to define coverings through- 
out this paper. 
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To make the proof of the theorem easier, we first show that we do not have to worry about 
covering the element 0 in S. Without loss of generality we will assume throughout this 
paper that the original set of Q does not contain any pair of non-empty disjoint subsets 
91, 92 where 913 G 91, Qza C Q 2 f or all a&; otherwise, (Q, S)) I ((Qi)d,Si) x 
((Qz)~, S2) where Sj is derived from S by identifying all elements of S which act the 
same on (Qj)d for j = 1,2. The covering is (f, g) w h ere g(a) = (al, 32) for all a&, with 
sj being the image of a in Sj. We also assume that Q contains more than one element. 
Lemma. If OeS, then q0 is undefined for all q E Q. 
Proof. Let fo be the partial function from Q to Q induced by 0. Let qcQ, and suppose 
qe domain fo. For any q’cQ, q # q’ there are elements q = qo, ql,. . . , qn = q’ E Q 
and elements ai,. . . , a,_ld’ such that for each j, 1 5 j 5 n, either qj = qj+lsj or 
gj+l = qjsj; such sequences must exist by the remark preceding this lemma. Without 
loss of generality assume that q’ = q1 and that q’ = qal, and denote a1 by a. Then 
q0 = q(a0) = (pa)0 = q’0. Th ere ore, f both q, q’t domain fc, and range fo consists of a 
single element. However, domain fo=domain fo2=range fan domain fo = q0, so that 
domain fo contains only one element, contradiction. Hence domain fo = 4. 
Theorem. Let A = (Q, S) b e a transformation semigroup. Then A is covered by a finite 
wreath product of transformation semigroups which are either 
(1) transformation semigroups of the form (G,G), where G is a finite simple group which is 
a homomorphic image of some subsemigroup of S (we say that these groups divide S); 
(2) transformation semigroups of the form ({ql, q2}, { e, a, b}) where qjo = gi, qjb = q2 for 
j = 1,2, and e is the identity of the semigroup. (Any transformation semigroup covered 
by a wreath product of such semigroup is called aneriodic.) 
Proof. We induct on the length of S. If n = 0, then S is either simple, O-simple, or a 
two-element semigroup satisfying S2 = 0 by [2, p. 72, corollary 2.38@)]. 
Case I S2 = 0 and S contains exactly two elements. Then (Q, S) is a direct product of 
aperiodic transformation semigroups by [3, p. 82, example 3.31. 
Case II S is O-simple. Let R be a O-minimal right ideal in S. Then S = SR so there 
exist al,... ,akeS such that S = alR U ..+ U akR where each ajR is a O-minimal right 
ideal of S by [2, p. 69, lemma 2.321. Then (Q,S) 2 (Qd,alR) x ... x (Qd,akR); the 
desired covering is (f, g), with 
(a:,--. ,a~._1,a,3prirnej+~,~~~ ai) for all0 # a.&, where s appears in thejth 
g(a) = position if arajR, and each0 # ai E atR is arbitrary 
(0, * * * ,0) ifs=0 
Now consider (Qd,ajr2). Let K = {XcajRlxajR = 0). If K = ajR then we are back in 
case I. If K # ajR then K = 0 by [2, p. 69, lemma 2.311. In this case ZajR = ajR for 
all 0 # XcajR; in particular, every non-zero element of ajR is left cancellative. By [2, 
theorem 1.271 ajR\ (0) is the direct product of a right zero semigroup W and a group G 
which divides S. Then (Qd, ajR) < (Qdd, W U (0)) x (Qa, G); then desired covering is 
(f, g), where g is defined by 
g(a) = { 
(3,g) if sew U (01, where g&G is fixed but arbitrary 
{w, a} if asG, where WEW is fixed by artibrary 
Now (Qdd, G) is covered by wreath product of an aperiodic transformation semigroup 
A and the transformation semigroup (G, G) by [3, p. 88, theorem 3.431 and [3. p. 82, 
example 3.31, and by [3, p. 93, theorem 3.5.41, (G, G) is covered by a wreath product of 
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transformation semigroups of the form (G’, G’), where G’ is a finite simple group which 
divides G, and hence divide S. 
Finally, consider (Qa, W U (0)). Suppose that Qa = {ql, . . qn}, 
let qjW’ = {qjWlW&W} U {qj}, and let (qjW’)d be the set which results when the main 
construction is applied to qjW. The pair ((qjW’)d, W) becomes a transformation semi- 
group if we identify the elements of W which act identically on (qjW’)d. Without loss of 
generality assume that this identification leaves W unchanged. Then 
(Qdd, W U (0)) 5 ( (qlW’),, W) x . . . x ( (qnW’)d, W); the desired covering is (f, g), where 
dw) = 
{ 
(w,. . . ,w) ifO#W&W 
tw, . . . ,w’) ifw=o, where w’ E W is fixed but arbitrary 
From [3, p. 82, examile 3.31, each ((q,W’) W) is aperiodic. 
Case III S is simple. The proof in thd cas,“ts virtually identical to that of Case II. This 
concludes the induction argument in the case n = 0. 
Now suppose n > 0. Then S is not simple. Let A.4 = Mi and define Q* = Q U Q . S/M, 
where Q* consists of Q together with all formal products of the form qs with q E Q and 
0 # s E S/M. Since the products are formal, (Q’, S/M) is a transformation semigroup. 
(For suppose Q = { 1,2,3} and S = {a, a2, 0} with a3 = 0, and suppose la = 2,2a = 3. 
Let M = {u2, 0). Then A4 is a maximal ideal, and S/M = {a, 0) with a2 = 0. We define 
Q* = (1, la, 2, 2a, 3, 3~)). 
Define Qi by applying the main construction to the set Q*. Then (Q, S) 5 (Qi, S/M) x 
(Qd, M); the desired covering is (j, g), where 
‘(‘) = { 
(s,m) and a $ M, with 0 # m E M fixed but arbitrary 
(s’, a) if s E M, with s’ E S\M fixed but arbitrary 
But induction on the length of S, the proof is complete. 
The drawback to the proof presented here is that the construction of Q* adds several 
states to the covering machine; however, if the set S\M is a semigroup, then we can re- 
place the transformation semigroup (Q;, S/M) by (Qd, S/M). This is true, for example, 
if S is commutative and S2 c M. 
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